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SimoBot: An Underactuated Miniature Robot
Driven by a Single Motor

Yifan Zhang, Renjie Zhu , Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Jianhao Wu,
and Hongqiang Wang , Member, IEEE

Abstract— A simple-structured, low-cost miniature robot
is highly desired for swarm robotics research. In this article,
we designed an underactuated miniature robot using only
one motor, named as SimoBot, to save space, cost, weight,
and energy consumption. Since it has only one motor but
needs to travel on the 2-D ground, the design, moving
mechanism, and control are all challenging. We conceived
a movement strategy based on the interplaying between
the centrifugal force and swinging motion of the robot to
generate translation and rotation on the ground and fi-
nally follow various arbitrary paths. This robot has only
five simple components—a vibration motor, a button cell, a
microcontroller board, four-pin legs (one of which is shorter
than the others), and sensors. This article built the kinemat-
ics and kinetics models and analyzed and optimized the
parameters. The prototype weighs only 4.76 g, costs 4.7
dollars, and is 20 mm in diameter and 18 mm in height. It
can run as fast as 40 mm/s. Its cost of transportation is
only 55, smaller than most miniature robots with onboard
power and insects. By modulating voltage polarities on the
motor and the periods, we demonstrated the controllability
of SimoBot by the movement along a straight line, a circle,
an “S” curve, and more arbitrary trajectories.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A FLOCK composed of vast numbers of members in nature
can robustly accomplish complex tasks that an individual

cannot do reliably. For instance, the army ants can build con-
struction of several meters high, while a single ant measures
just several millimeters long [1]. A molecule is simple, but by
combining into a multicellular organism, multiple molecules
together generate complex functions. Nature offers enough clues
for robotics that we can achieve a significant power or com-
plexity from a large number of cheap and imprecise individuals
[2]. Many researchers have dedicated themselves to this field,
although implementing a large number of robots is challenging
both in physics and algorithms [3]–[10]. For example, the minia-
ture robot, Kilobot, was designed for studies on swarms, using
two vibration motors [11]. The particle robots realize their size
expansion and reduction through a complex linkage mechanism
to control the connection and release of the surrounding robots
and move directionally using the light intensity gradient of the
environment [12]. The Smarticle swarm robot has two swing
arms driven by servo motors. When multiple Smarticles are
placed in a circle to perform a random movement, the whole
group can be controlled to move directionally [13].

To save the setup cost and space and improve the robustness
of the robot, one of the available solutions is to simplify and
miniaturize the mechanical chassis [14]. Among the hardware
components, the actuators are a critical part of providing motions
and take up most of the robot’s cost, energy consumption, and
weight [12], [15]–[17]. When the actuator numbers are equal to
the system’s degrees of freedom (DOFs), this machine is fully
actuated. The robot capable of freely running on the ground
needs three DOFs and three actuators for full actuation. If the
actuator number is less than the DOFs of the system, the robot is
underactuated [18]. Underactuated systems can generate com-
plex motions with fewer actuators to save energy, cost, and space,
becoming a popular solution for many robots. Most previous
swarm robots are underactuated and driven by two actuators,
such as the famous Kilobot [11].

Can we further reduce the number of actuators of a swarm
robot to the ultimate value (only one) to cost less budget (more
agents in the swarm under limited costs) and less maintenance
(less labor for usage), lower weight, and less energy consump-
tion (longer running time)? Grand challenges exist in both the
locomotion mechanism and control methods. In this article, we
proposed a novel mechanical structure for the chassis design
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF EXISTING SWARM ROBOTS, MINIATURE ROBOTS, AND SIMOBOT

aThis velocity refers to the maximum velocity when the robot’s trajectory fits a straight line.

Fig. 1. SimoBot. (a) Prototype compared with a human finger as a
reference. (b) Components of the robot, including a vibration motor, a
button cell, a control board, and the four legs made from two staples
(sensors are optional, which are not shown here).

and locomotion mechanism and devised a single-motor robot
named “SimoBot.” The robot is driven by a coin vibration motor
with a cam rotor inside. The legs of the robot are of different
lengths, and hence the robot swings corresponding to the rotor’s
position and centrifugal force. The robot can translate and rotate
simultaneously, resulting from the centrifugal force from the
rotor and the swinging motion. By intentionally controlling
the moving directions and paths, the robot can follow various
arbitrary paths consequently.

A typical prototype is composed of only five components: a
coin vibration motor for locomotion, a button cell as the power
supply, a microcontroller board, sensors, and four legs, as shown
in Fig. 1. It is only 20 mm in diameter and 15 mm high, smaller
than most of the other similar microrobots and swarm robots
[11]–[17], [19], [20], as listed in Table I. The robot can run as
fast as 40 mm/s (two body length per second, see Video S1).

Since the robot is based on only five off-the-shelf simple parts,
the cost is low, only 4.7 dollars. It is one of the smallest swarm
robots and comparable with most other miniature robots in the
aspects of size, weight, and speed, as shown in Table I. Due to
the lightweight and the small number of motors, the robot is
energy efficient [Cost of transport (CoT): 55, smaller than most
miniature robots and insects], and it can work for more than 85
min with a battery of 50 mAh.

The contributions of this article are threefold: 1) designing
the mechanical structure for the miniature underactuated robot
using only a single motor; 2) conceiving the moving mecha-
nism and building the mathematical model, path planning, and
control method; and 3) devising a prototype, characterizing its
motor speed, force, the diameter of the basic circle, and energy
consumption, and demonstrating its controllability by following
arbitrary paths.

The rest of this article is as follows. The next section intro-
duces the mechanical structure design, the kinematic and kinet-
ics modeling, and the parametric analyses. Section III describes
the path planning of the robot. Section IV explains the fabrication
and assembly of SimoBot. In Section V, we describe the process
and results of the experiments. Finally, Section VI concludes this
article.

II. DESIGN AND MODELING OF THE MECHANICAL CHASSIS

A. Mechanical Design

To have a simple locomotion mechanism, small size, and low
cost, we determined to design the robot based on the stick-slip
mechanism [21], [22]. With this mechanism, no transmission
mechanism exists since the motion of the robot is generated
by the unbalanced force of the motor, hence transmission com-
ponents are few. To generate the unbalanced force, we utilize
only one vibration motor as the power source, while previous
similar swarm miniature robots usually employ motors of more
than two [11]. A typical vibration motor contains three primary
parts: a stator, a rotor, and an eccentric mass. The rotor is driven
by an alternating electromagnetic field to spin along a shaft. The
eccentric mass is fixed to the rotor shaft. The rotating eccentric
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Fig. 2. Coordinate system definition and load distribution. (a) Carte-
sian coordinate systems in robot modeling. (b) Forces on the robot
resulting in translation on the XY plane. (c) Forces on the robot resulting
in rotating around the Z axis. (d) Forces on the robot resulting in swinging
around the X axis.

mass generates a centrifugal force on the robot. The magnitude
of the centrifugal force is constant if the angular speed of the
rotor is constant, but the direction of the force varies periodically.

To move freely on a horizontal plane, the robot should be
subject to in-plane orthogonal force components and torque
along the vertical axis. If the centrifugal force is isotropic in
different directions, the robot moves forward and backward at
the same distance, consequently without any displacement (i.e.,
the mean speed is zero). Moreover, little torque is generated from
the vibration motor directly, making the robot’s turning difficult.
To circumvent these challenges, we initially keep the robot erect
at the ground, place the vibration motor at a horizontal plane (the
rotor shaft is vertical), and intentionally shorten one of the four
legs. Due to the force balancing between weight, centrifugal
force, and supporting force, the robot changes its gestures at
moments—from erecting to tilting and vice versa. The tilted
motor results in the discrepancy of the vertical components of
centrifugal force between the forward and backward movements
and a directional translation of the robot.

Meanwhile, the centrifugal force generates torque with the
friction force and robot rotation. Consequently, the robot can
run on a circle path if the motor keeps spinning at a constant
speed. The detailed kinematic and kinetic analyses are in the
next part.

B. Kinematics and Kinetics Analyses

As shown in Fig. 2(a), we established three Cartesian coordi-
nate systems. The coordinate systemxyz is fixed on the vibration
motor. The coordinate system XY Z moves with the robot body,
in which the line from leg B to D is the X axis, the center of
the legs is the origin, and the XY plane is horizontal. XGYGZG

is the global coordinate system, and it is overlapped with XYZ
initially.

The vibration motor is a dc motor, and thus we have

ωr = kV (1)

where V is the input voltage and k is the ratio. The centrifugal
force from the rotor and the eccentric mass is

F = mr rrω
2
r (2)

where mr is the mass of the rotor and eccentric mass, rr is the
distance between the gravity center of the rotor and eccentric
mass and the z axis, andωr is the rotational speed of the vibration
motor. Assuming the rotational angle of the rotor starts from
zero, at the time t , it becomes

θz = ωr t (3)

where θz is the rotational angle of the vibration motor around the
z axis. Therefore, the centrifugal force in the coordinate system
XYZ, as shown in Fig. 2(b), can be obtained⎡
⎣FX

FY

FZ

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ 1 0 0

0 cos γ − sin γ
0 sin γ cos γ

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣Fx

Fy

Fz

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ −F sin θz
F cos θz cos γ
F cos θz sin γ

⎤
⎦

(4)
whereFx,Fy, andFz are the components of the centrifugal force
F in the x, y, and z directions, respectively, γ is the maximum
inclination angle of the vibration motor, and FX , FY , and FZ

are the components of the centrifugal force F in the X , Y ,
and Z directions, respectively [Fig. 2(b)]. FXY = [FX , FY ] is
the component force obtained by decomposing the centrifugal
force F in the XY plane. Initially (t = 0) the direction vector
is [0, cos γ] and at the time t, the direction vector of FXY is
[− sin θz, cos θz cos γ]. Therefore, the angle between these two
direction vectors is the robot rotation angle, and we have such
relationships

|cos θXY | = cosγ√
tan2θz+cos2γ (5)

|sin θXY | = tanγ√
tan2θz+cos2γ

. (6)

When the robot moves on the ground, the friction force is

fXY = μ (mg − FZ) (7)

where μ is the coefficient of friction between the robot and
ground, and m is the mass of the robot. Its components at the X
and Y axes are, respectively

fX = −fXY sin θXY (8)

fY = fXY cos θXY . (9)

The robot is subject to both the centrifugal force and the
friction force on the XY plane [Fig. 2(b)]. Here, we assumed
the coefficient of static friction is the same as the dynamic
friction coefficient. When the robot is moving, the direction
of the friction force is opposite to the direction of its speed.
When the robot is at rest, if the centrifugal force is greater than
the friction force, the direction of the friction force is opposite
to the direction of centrifugal force. If the centrifugal force is
less than the maximum static friction force, the friction force is
the reaction force of the centrifugal force (same magnitude but
opposite direction). Hence, the accelerations of the robot in the
X and Y directions can be obtained as follows, respectively

aX =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

FX−sign(vX)|fX |
m when vX �= 0

FX−sign(FX)|fX |
m when vX = 0 and |FX | ≥ |fX |
0 when vX = 0 and |FX | < |fX |

(10)
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aY =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

FY −sign(vY )|fY |
m when vY �=0

FY −sign(FY )|fY |
m when vY =0 and |FY |≥|fY |
0 when vY =0 and |FY | < |fY |

.

(11)

As shown in Fig. 2(c), on the XY plane, the robot can rotate
around the Z axis since it is also affected by centrifugal torque
MZ and friction torque MrZ . They can be obtained as follows,
respectively

MZ = FX h sin θX (12)

MrZ = fXY dleg (13)

where h is the distance between the origins of coordinate system
xyz and XYZ, dleg is the distance between the robot’s leg and the
Z axis at the initial status.

Similar to the acceleration in X and Y directions, when the
robot is rotating, the direction of the friction torque is opposite
to the direction of rotation. When the robot is stationary, and
the centrifugal torque is greater than the friction torque, the
direction of the friction torque is opposite to the centrifugal
force. In other cases, the angular acceleration is zero. Hence,
the angular acceleration can be expressed by

αZ =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

MZ−sign(ωZ)|MrZ |
JZ

when ωZ �= 0
MZ−sign(MZ)|MrZ |

JZ
when ωZ=0 and |MZ |≥|MrZ |

0 when ωZ=0 and |MZ |< |MrZ |
(14)

where JZ is the moment of inertia of the robot around the Z
axis.

Based on our observation, Leg B and D always contact the
ground during the movement, but Leg A and C touch the ground
for a short time and then bounce out [Fig. 2(d)]. Thus, we only
consider two legs (Leg B and D) to contact the ground in the
above calculation. With such rotational acceleration, the robot
spins on the ground. By combing the translation and rotation on
the ground, the robot consequently moves on an arc.

Meanwhile, in the Y Z plane, the robot is subjected to the
torque generated by the gravity and centrifugal force, which
makes the robot swing along the X axis, as shown in Fig. 2(d).
The angular acceleration around the X axis is

αX =

{
FY h cos θX+(mgd−FZh) sin θX

JX
when 0 ≤ θX ≤ γ

0 else
(15)

where d is the distance between the robot gravity center and
the origin of XYZ, and JX is the moment of inertia of the robot
around the X axis.

C. Trajectory Modeling

We estimated the robot’s trajectory in the global coordinate
system. In the beginning, the robot is at rest

aX (0) = aY (0) = αX (0) = αZ (0) = 0 (16)

vX (0) = vY (0) = ωX (0) = ωZ (0) = 0 (17)

XG (0) = YG (0) = ZG (0) = ϕZ (0) = 0. (18)

Fig. 3. Movement of the robot on the XGYG plane. The basic trajectory
circle is generated by the robot, while the rotor continuously spins at a
constant speed. The red and blue curvatures represent that SimoBot’s
motor is driven by positive and negative voltage and SimoBot rotates in
counterclockwise and clockwise directions, respectively. The spiral line
is the trajectory during one revolution of the rotor.

During an incremental time, Δt, the speed of the robot can
be regarded as a constant. Then, the displacement and rotational
angle can be

ΔX (i) = vX (i)Δt (19)

ΔY (i) = vY (i)Δt (20)

ΔϕX (i) = ωX (i)Δt (21)

ΔϕZ (i) = ωZ (i)Δt. (22)

At the ith iteration, the speed can be calculated from the
acceleration of the robot

vX (i) = vX (i− 1) + aX (i− 1)Δt (23)

vY (i) = vY (i− 1) + aY (i− 1)Δt (24)

ωX (i)=

{
ωX(i−1)+αX(i−1)Δt when 0≤ϕX(i−1)≤γ

0 else

(25)

ωZ (i) = ωZ (i− 1) + αZ (i− 1)Δt. (26)

Then, the position and the angle of the robot in the global
coordinate system can be obtained

XG (i) = XG (i− 1) + ΔX (i) cos (ΔϕZ (i))

+ ΔY (i) sin (ΔϕZ (i)) (27)

YG (i) = YG (i− 1) + ΔY (i) cos (ΔϕZ (i))

−ΔX (i) sin (ΔϕZ (i)) (28)

ϕZ =
∑

ΔϕZ . (29)

With the above equations, we can estimate the robot’s tra-
jectory through iteration. The results are shown in Fig. 3. The
parameters correspond to our prototype’s specifications (Ta-
ble II). After the rotor spins for one revolution counterclockwise
(CCW), the robot’s trajectory forms a short spiral arc. The
trajectory generated during each rotor revolution is the same—a
complex circular spiral curve. If the rotor reverses the rotation
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS USED IN THE ESTIMATION

Fig. 4. Parameters’ variance including (a) acceleration, velocity, and
displacement on the X axis and (b) on the Y axis, and (c) angular
acceleration, angular velocity, and rotational angle along the Z axis and
(d) along the X axis, during one revolution of the rotor.

direction, this trajectory keeps the same shape but in the opposite
direction. By repeating the rotation of the rotor, the spiral arcs
connect each other in a series, and consequently generate a big
circle trajectory (named the basic trajectory circle since it is the
elementary movement route) with a diameter D.

The translation on the XY plane and the rotation around the
X and Z axes during one stable rotor revolution are displayed in
Fig. 4. Some discontinuities happen on the acceleration, which

Fig. 5. Swinging degree along the X axis of SimoBot on different
voltages of motor.

is caused by the nonlinear friction force and impact with the
ground, according to (10)–(15). For example, in Fig. 4(a), for θr
less than 60 ◦ , the robot is braking (the velocity is positive, but
the acceleration is negative) with the net force of the centrifugal
force FX and the friction force fX , i.e., (FX + |fX |). However,
when the velocity becomes negative, the centrifugal force accel-
erates the robot, but the friction force still resists the movements,
with which the net force becomes (FX − |fX |). Therefore, the
acceleration is discontinuous. Similar phenomenon happens in
the translation at the Y direction and the rotation along the Z axis
as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respectively. On another hand,
the rotation along the X axis faces the impact with the ground,
which results in a discontinuous force and acceleration. Here,
we assume the velocity becomes zero once the robot contacts the
ground. In the above model, the hypotheses about the friction
force and impact might result in errors in estimation, but in the
current stage they can be accepted according to the experimental
results, and the driving accuracy can be improved further by
closed-loop control in the future.

With the above equations, we analyze the parameters, includ-
ing the input voltage on the motor (V), the motor speed (ωr), the
robot mass (m), initial inclination angle (γ), the coefficient of
friction (μ), the length of legs (Lleg), and the horizontal distance
of the legs (dleg) to optimize the design and control of the robot.
Based on the models, if the input voltage is too small (e.g.,
0.3 V), the robot’s driving force is not enough to overcome the
frictional force, so the robot maintains an initial angle, 30° (the
straight line in Fig. 5) and cannot move. On the contrary, if the
voltage is too high (e.g., 1.5 V), the centrifugal force is too strong
and might overturn the robot (i.e., θX > 41°) after several rotor
revolutions.

In the analysis, we set the ratio (k) as 4583.2, according to the
preliminary tests on the motor used in the prototype.

As shown in Fig. 6, higherωr increases D. Whenωr is approx-
imately 4400 and 5500 rpm, the robot’s speed and angular speed
reach the peaks, respectively. Lower rotor speedωr reduces both
the linear and angular robot speeds since the centrifugal force is
smaller. When γ is approximately 62°, the average linear speed
arrives at the maximum, while the angular speed peaks when
γ is approximately 22°. The greater γ monotonously decreases
the diameter D. As for the increasing coefficient of friction μ, as
shown in Fig. 6(c), the diameter drops continuously, the linearly
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Fig. 6. Effects of different factors on robot performance, including (a) motor speed, (b) initial inclination angle, (c) coefficient of friction, (d) robot
mass, (e) the length of legs, and (f) horizontal distance between the legs.

speed peaks when μ is approximately 0.38, but the angular
speed keeps constant. The mass of robot generates the maximum
linear and angular speed when m is 3.5 and 3.8, respectively;
larger mass results in smaller diameter, as shown in Fig. 6(d).
On another aspect, with the longer length of the legs, both the
diameter and angular speed reduce, but the linear speed rises.dleg

does not influence the angular speed, and increases and decreases
the linear speed and diameter, respectively. In summary, whenωr

is about 4400 rpm, γ is 60°, μ is approximately 0.4, m is around
3.5 g, and dleg is 12 mm, respectively, the robot’s speed reaches
a peak, but the change of Lleg has little effect on the average
translation speed. When γ, μ, Lleg, and dleg tend to zero, the
trajectory diameter of the robot (D) is infinite. The increase of
these parameters declines D. When the average rotational speed
ω̄X around the X axis is higher, the impact force is greater when
the Leg A and C contact the ground, so this parameter is closely
related to the smoothness of the robot’s movements, and it cannot
be very large. When the motor speed increases, ω̄X gradually
increases. μ and dleg have no effect on ω̄X . An increase in the
other three parameters results in a decrease in ω̄X .

III. PATH PLANNING

As discussed in the last part, the trajectory of the robot is
a complex spiral curve during one rotor revolution, and it is
roughly a large circle (the basic trajectory circle) if the rotor
keeps spinning. Thus, it is difficult to control the robot to run
on a straight line or an arbitrary shape. Here, we first translate
the aim path into a path composed of arcs that can be followed
by the robot. By connecting the arcs from the basic trajectory
circle with different lengths and directions, we can fit most of
the desired tracks on the ground.

As shown in Fig. 7(a), we can connect arcs of the same length
but in different directions in a series. Consequently, the robot’s
trajectory fits a straight line. The central angle of each arc for
clockwise (CW) or CCW traveling are the same. During each

arc, the displacement of the robot is

L = Dsin θ
2 . (30)

On another aspect, if the arc length for one direction is longer
than that for the other direction, the final trajectory approxi-
mates a large circle [Fig. 7(b)]. Assuming the diameter of basic
trajectory circles are D, and the central angles are θ1 and θ2,
respectively, the parameter β, a, b, and c can be obtained as

β =
θ1 − θ2

2
(31)

a =
D

2
cos

θ1

2
(32)

b =
D

2
sin

θ1

2
(33)

c = 2

[
D
2 sin θ1

2 cos
(
θ1−θ2

2

)
sin( θ1−θ2

2 )

]
− D

2
cos

θ1

2
. (34)

According to the Pythagorean theorem (yellow right-angled
triangle), the diameter of the fitted circle can be obtained as

Dfit = 2 rfit = 2
√

b2 + c2

=

√
D2

[
sin2

(
θ1
2

)
+sin2

(
θ2
2

)
+2 sin

(
θ1
2

)
sin

(
θ2
2

)
cos

(
θ1−θ2

2

)]

sin
(

θ1−θ2
2

) .

(35)

In this way, more arbitrary trajectory can be implemented, as
shown in Fig. 7(c). The basic path planning can be as follows:

1) At first, the robot simply moves on the basic circle.
2) Once it approaches the intersection point between the

aim trajectory and the basic circle, the rotor reverses the
direction, and the robot moves in the opposite direction
of the basic circle.
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Fig. 7. Path of SimoBot while fitting (a) straight line, (b) large circle,
and (c) random curvature, respectively.

3) By repeating the above two steps. Consequently, the robot
trajectory can fit the arbitrary path.

Supposing the distance of the two intersection points between
the random curvature and the ith basic circle is Li, the corre-
sponding traveling angle on this circle is

θi =

{
2 arcsin

(
Li

2D

)
, when θ < π

2 ;
2π − 2 arcsin

(
Li

2D

)
, when π

2 < θ < π.
(36)

However, since the SimoBot’s trajectory is combined by arcs
of different lengths, discrepancy always exists between the aim
path and the robot trajectory. The error can be as large as the
radius of the basic circle, e.g., when the path has a sharp turn.
This error can be reduced by shortening the arcs, with the
tradeoff on the average velocity due to more frequent switching
of the motor directions.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF SIMOBOT

A. Mechanical Structure

SimoBot is made of only four parts, except for the optional
sensor part: a vibration motor for motion output, a button cell

Fig. 8. Exploded view of SimoBot.

Fig. 9. Mass and cost contribution of each component of SimoBot.

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the control circuit.

as power supply, a control board for robot control, four legs,
and sensors (optional), as shown in Fig. 1(b). The vibration
motor (TELESKY 1027) is mounted on the on-board circuit
(CheapDuino), and the button cell (LIR2032, 50 mAh), as shown
in Fig. 8. The legs are made from staples (Comix B3054 24/8, 12
× 8 mm), and one of them is a little shorter than the others (the
shorter one: 5 mm; others: 8 mm) on purpose. These components
are glued together instead of using screws and bolts to reduce the
size and the number of components and facilitate the assembly
process. The total weight of the robot is only 4.76 g (except
the sensors, which are optional depending on the application
scenarios).

All the components of SimoBot are mass-produced, and hence
their cost and quality are ensured. The total hardware cost of
SimoBot is only $ 4.70, except the sensors (optional), as shown in
Fig. 9, much lower than most other miniature robots and swarm
robots.
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Fig. 11. Control method of SimoBot following arbitrary trajectories.

Fig. 12. Measurement of motor speed. (a) Measurement setup.
(b) Centrifugal force of the motor while the motor is powered ON.
(c) Motor speeds and centrifugal force on different voltages.

Fig. 13. Trajectories of SimoBot during a long term when the voltage
is constant (1.1 V).

B. Electrical Circuit

As shown in Fig. 10, the button cell is connected to the
microcontrol board to support the electrical energy (3.3 V). Two
digital pins of the micro control board with PWM output are
connected to the vibration motor. Turning ON and OFF the digital
pins can control the motor to run and stop, respectively. When
digital pin 1 generates a higher voltage than digital pin 2, the
rotor rotates CW, while the rotor rotates CCW if the digital pin
2 has a higher voltage. By tuning the voltage of the digital pins,
we can follow various paths. The control board has extra four
output pins and four input pins available for accessory sensors
and actuators, which might be useful for complex tasks such as
environment reception and communication.

C. Control Method

As aforementioned, it is difficult for the robot to follow a
track accurately, we need to convert it into a path suitable for
the robot, and then control the robot to run on the path. We
established the correspondence between the voltage and speed
of the vibration motor and the diameter of the basic circle. We
can connect the arcs of the basic circle to fit an arbitrary path. To
control the length of the arcs, we calculated the central angle at
first according to (27) and (28), and estimate the practical angle
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Fig. 14. Diameter of SimoBot’s trajectories on different motor speeds
and voltages in (a), and the corresponding trajectories of SimoBot when
the voltage is 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1 V in (b).

by moving duration (assuming the angular speed is constant).
The control method is shown in Fig. 11 and the operation steps
are as follows:

Step 1: Convert the aim path into a trajectory composed of arcs
(at different diameters and lengths) that the robot can run on.

Step 2: According to the relationship between the voltage and
speed of the vibration motor and the diameter of the basic
circle established by the kinematic and kinetics model, deter-
mine the driving voltage and time for each arc.

Step 3: Sequentially control the motor to run at the specified volt-
age and time, and finally, SimoBot will follow the arbitrary
aim path.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Centrifugal Force and Speed of the Motor

The speed and the centrifugal force of the vibration motor at
different voltages were tested with the setup [Fig. 12(a)]. The
vibration motor was embedded in a three-dimensional printed
adapter, and the adapter was connected to a load cell (FUTEK

Fig. 15. Trajectories of SimoBot while it controlled to run on a straight
line in (a), and a large circle in (b), respectively.

LSB200). The data obtained by the load cell changes over time
as a periodical sine function, where the frequency represents
the speed of the rotor, and the amplitude represents the vertical
components of the centrifugal force in Fig. 12(b). As estimated,
the speed increase linearly and the centrifugal force increase
exponentially with the voltage in Fig. 12(c). Thus, we can tune
the motor speed and centrifugal force simply by differentiating
the voltage. The value for the comparison results from at least
10 trials. The little error between the experimental results and
estimation might come from the gaps between the motor and the
adapter, the temperature changes, and the unstable power supply
to the motor. In the experiments, we set voltage among 0.6–1.4
V considering the tradeoff between enough force and overturn.

B. Basic Features of SimoBot Under a Constant
Input Voltage

It is difficult to verify the models by the motions in one rotor
revolution due to the quick speed of the rotor (more than 180
r/min) and the small range of movement (tens of micrometers).
Here, we validate the model by the robot trajectory during many
rotor revolutions, which is easier to observe and more important
for the applications.

To verify the models, the robot’s basic circular trajectory was
tracked by a camera. In the experiments, a marker (a piece of red
round paper) was attached to the robot’s top, and the robot was
driven by a 1.1 V dc voltage. We identified the marker center
from the videos by recognizing the color area and matching
the shape. The corresponding running trajectories of the robot
are shown in Fig. 13. In our test, the robot runs stably for five
laps. The root mean square errors were 1.97, 2.76, 1.93, 2.24,
and 2.48 mm (2.276 mm on average). After five laps, the robot
position drifted by 4.64 mm (the distance between the centers of
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Fig. 16. Trajectories of SimoBot fitting all the alphabets of SUSTech (the authors’ affiliation).

the first lap and the last lap). The deviations were mainly caused
by the rough surface of the test platform and the variable friction
force. These errors can be improved in the future by closed-loop
control. As the voltage rises, the basic circle becomes larger
(see Fig. 14 and Video S2). The results of experimental and
theoretical calculations are roughly the same in tendency. The
experimental trajectory has a little error (around 10% of the
basic circle diameter) from the aimed track. The differences
might come from the position recognition algorithm and the
inhomogeneous contact surfaces of the substrate and the robot
legs. The traveling accuracy can be improved in the future by
adding sensor feedback.

C. Following Various Paths by Tuning the Voltage

As estimated by the model, we can control the robot to follow
various arbitrary paths by connecting the small arcs of the basic
circles. Just like the path planning mentioned above, we can
repeatedly flip the voltage’s polarity on the motor after every
0.4 s to control the robot move short arcs of the same length
but in different directions (CW and CCW directions) in turn and
finally generated a straight-line route [see Fig. 15(a) and Video
S3]. The trajectory error between the practical and simulated
paths is 1.5 mm at maximum, only 7.5% of the diameter of the
robot.

If the duration for the two different voltage polarities on the
motor is different, the robot’s final trajectory is no longer a
straight line. For instance, when we kept negative dc voltage
for a longer period (0.5 s) than the positive voltage (0.4 s), the
final trajectory became a circle with a diameter of 65 mm [see
Fig. 15(b) and Video S3]. The largest error on the practical trajec-
tory and the aim path became 6 mm due to the error accumulated
on the long-running path, less than 10% of the aim trajectory
diameter. This error mainly results from the nonhomogeneous

roughens of the contact surface and the impact between the robot
and ground.

By a similar strategy, the robot can follow a more arbitrary
path. For instance, to generate an “S” curvature, as shown
in Fig. 16(a) and Video S3, in the beginning, the motor was
powered by +1.0 V (0.4 s) and then −1.0 V (0.5 s). After
repeating these steps for 15 s, it was powered by +1.0 V (0.5
s) and then −1.0 V (0.4 s) repeatedly for 15 s. In addition,
the trajectory of “e” is composed of a straight line and two
semicircles with different diameters. Similarly, we drove the
robot to generate all the alphabets of SUSTech (the authors’
affiliation) by combining the robot’s basic trajectories, showing
the robot’s great controllability under open-loop control.

D. Energy and Cost of Transport

CoT is common metric used to evaluate energy consumption
in small-scale robots [23] and is defined as

CoT = U
mgd = P

mgv (37)

where U is the energy input, m is the mass of the robot, g
is the standard gravitational acceleration, and d is the distance
traveled of the robot. Here, the energy input U and the distance
d can be replaced by the power input P and the moving velocity
v , respectively. For SimoBot, the input power is calculated
by the input voltage and current, which was monitored by a
wattmeter (SEN0291, DFRobot). As shown in Fig. 17(a), when
the voltage increases, both the input power and the velocity of
SimoBot grow (but at different rates), and the CoT drops to
approximately 55. The energetic cost of locomotion of SimoBot
is lower than most miniature robots (particularly those with
on-board power) and insects [24]–[47] (the feature length of
miniature robots is smaller than 10 cm according to [23]), as
shown in Fig. 17(b), since SimoBot is driven by only one motor
without any mechanical transmission mechanism. Based on our
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Fig. 17. Energy consumption data of SimoBot. (a) Input power and ve-
locity of SimoBot and its CoT on different voltages. (b) CoT of miniature
robots (circles) and insects (squares) plotted against their body masses.
The feature length of miniature robots is smaller than 10 cm according
to [23].

tests, it can keep running for as long as 85 min with a battery of
50 mAh.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we implemented a miniature robot named as
SimoBot, which is composed of only five simple components
that are glued together. This robot is simple-structured, compact
(characteristic length 20 mm), lightweight (4.76 g), low-cost ($
4.7), and energy-efficient (CoT: 55). Based on the kinematics and
kinetics models built in this article, we analyzed and optimized
the parameters and propose control strategies. Experiments ver-
ify that the consequent motion is a small circle (basic circle)
when the motor is driven by a constant dc voltage. By combining
the arcs of the basic circle with different lengths and directions,
we demonstrated that the robot is capable of running on various
aim paths, such as a straight line, a circle, an “S” curve, and
more arbitrary shapes.

The control in this article is open-loop, but in the future,
by adding sensors and a proper control algorithm (taking the
aim path and planned trajectory as references), the robot can be
controlled by a closed-loop to improve the locomotion accuracy,
and the sensitivity to external disturbances will also be studied.
The current article is mainly focused on the design and path
planning of a single SimoBot. In the future, communication and
cooperation between multiple SimoBots will be studied further.
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